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KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service provider in
Kuwait, announced the launch of a new smart home securi-
ty kit as part of its Zain LIFE smart home portfolio of inno-
vative solutions. The new kit features a number of unique
security devices from global smart home leader Ring.

Zain launched the new kit under its Zain LIFE portfolio
of innovative solutions and in line with its strategy to trans-
form into an integrated digital lifestyle provider, which is
centered around digital transformation leadership and
empowering the community to enjoy a smarter portable
lifestyle, as well as using advanced technology solutions to
enable an easier and more flexible life. 

The new kit, which comes with FREE installation, fea-
tures a number of the latest outdoor security devices from
global smart home leader Ring, which were designed to
provide a unique home security experience through several
surveillance solutions that monitor the outdoor area and
notify the user as soon as any unusual activity outside the
home is identified. 

The Ring kit includes 4 smart devices, including an out-
door video doorbell that works wirelessly, and features a
high-quality camera with motion detection, night vision,
and two-way audio. The kit also includes an indoor chime
device that also works as a Wi-Fi extender, as well as two

outdoor smart cameras that feature high-quality recording,
motion detection, night vision, and two-way audio. The
cameras immediately alert the user whenever movement is
detected. 

The Smart Homes sector is one of the main aspects of

the digital transformation journey undertaken by telecoms
around the world, particularly with respect to securing
homes and protecting them against theft with the use of
modern technology. Zain is continuously working on
designing new plans to match these transformation
processes to be included in Zain LIFE in addition to its
existing portfolio of smart solutions. 

Zain always aspires to new levels of excellence in all
services it offers to its customers. Through the launch of
this new kit, Zain affirms its continuous efforts in meeting
its customers’ needs and aspirations, and deliver its prom-
ise to offering the best services and latest technologies. 

Kit features security cameras and smart doorbells from Ring

Zain launches innovative Zain 
LIFE smart home security kit 

DAVOS: Participants attend a session during the World Economic Forum (WEF) annual meeting yesterday in Davos, eastern Switzerland. — AFP
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First 5G call in the MENA successfully tested
between Ooredoo Kuwait and Ooredoo Qatar

High-level of pollution lowers
people’s happiness in China

At Davos, China 
slowdown is 
‘no disaster’
DAVOS: The slowdown in Chinese growth has become the
latest looming cloud over the global economy, but at the
World Economic Forum in Davos, the advice from Beijing
was not to worry.

“China is slowing down but it’s not going to be a disas-
ter,” said Fang Xinghai, vice-chairman of China’s
Securities Regulatory Commission, a key government
watchdog. Fang’s affirmation of the Chinese economy, and
the deep worries of outsiders, came just days after the
government reported that China grew at its slowest pace
in almost three decades in 2018. At 6.6 percent growth,
the state of the Chinese economy became a world con-
cern, a sentiment not helped by the festering trade war
with the US that has destabilized world markets.

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang vowed the government
would not let the economy “fall off a cliff”, using words
that hinted that a crisis may not be far off.

But China is simply different, said Fang on a Davos
panel that was supposed to survey the global economy,
but got bogged down on discussing the troubled Asian
powerhouse. For Fang, the structure of the Chinese gov-
ernment-where the central, communist party holds so

much control-made fixing the economy easier. “China has
been able to avoid financial crisis in the last 40 years.  We
have a very top down approach to financial risk manage-
ment,” he said.

“If there is any risk accumulated in the system, the gov-
ernment will step in and order the risk to be reduced,” he
said. Economists and analysts roaming the halls of the
Davos congress center, where the world’s business elite
meet every year, echoed the optimistic assessment.
Governments in China don’t have the kind of surprises that
lurk in Western democracies, including independent regu-
lators or central banks.—AFP

Huawei warns of 
action against 
hostile markets
DAVOS: Chinese tech giant Huawei said yesterday it
could pull out of partnerships in hostile countries as it
seeks to counter security concerns in the West over its
5G technology.

Liang Hua, chairman of the telecommunications
equipment provider, said at the World Economic Forum
in Davos that Western governments were welcome to
tour Huawei facilities if they had concerns about the
equipment potentially being misused for espionage. 

Echoing Huawei’s reclusive founder Ren Zhengfei,
Liang also expressed “every confidence” in Canada’s
legal system after the arrest of Ren’s daughter-a senior
Huawei executive-on a US extradition request.  The sub-
sequent arrests in China of two Canadians, seen widely
as a reprisal by Beijing against Ottawa, “has no relation
with Huawei”, Liang told reporters in Davos.

And he said “we fully comply” with local laws, after
the Wall Street Journal said the US Department of
Justice was in the “advanced” stages of a criminal probe
that could result in an indictment of Huawei.

Several Asia-Pacific countries have heeded
Washington’s call for a ban on Huawei technology, but
the picture in Europe is more nuanced, not least because
Huawei’s 5G capabilities are seen as market-leading and
good value. “We do not pose a threat to a future digital
society,” Liang said, adding the United States had not
put forward any evidence to justify its claim that Huawei
equipment could serve as a Trojan horse for Beijing’s
security apparatus.

But if Huawei gets barred from certain markets and
customers start to shun it, “we will transfer technology
partnerships to countries where we are welcome and
where we can have a collaboration”, he added. 

‘Where we are welcomed’ 
The chairman did not specify which types of partner-

ships, but Britain’s Oxford University, for example, has
decided to forgo new funding for research contracts or
philanthropic donations from Huawei. “We will focus not
just on countries but on where we are welcomed by cus-
tomers. Because ultimately customers have the choice to
make decisions,” he said. “We offer better services to our
customers on 5G. It is the customers’ choice if they don’t
choose Huawei and we will focus our efforts on those cus-
tomers who do choose us.” In any case, Liang said, Huawei
will plough on with planned investment of $20 billion in
each of the next five years as it rolls out 5G base stations
to promote radically faster internet speeds.—AFP

DAVOS: (From left) Founder and Executive Chairman of the World
Economic Forum Klaus Schwab, Swiss President Ueli Maurer, Hilde
Schwab, King Philippe of Belgium and Queen Mathilde attends
opening ceremony of the World Economic Forum (WEF) annual
meeting, yesterday in Davos, eastern Switzerland. — AFP


